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A Note from the Editor in Chief
Welcome to the The Meadowlark, reinvigorated. We come from humble beginnings- once a start-something-new senior
project, then a one-woman-band, we are now a team. Every high school student was involved in the editing and design of
our literary magazine. Throughout this experience, we have learned organization, design, and collaboration as a team- a
family. We have dramatically improved the outreach and connections between students of all ages. Through visiting
classrooms and reading the work submitted by all students, we have reached our goal of making The Meadowlark a diverse
and academic journal intended to showcase the creative and academic accomplishments of the Meadow Montessori
student community. I hope you enjoy learning about the experiences and the insights shared by students throughout our
community, as much as I have. Although I am in my last year here at Meadow Montessori and as editor of The
Meadowlark, I know that our community, our connections, and our shared literary and artistic experiences will continue to
grow.
Mekulash Baron-Galbavi

Notes from Ms. Sharon:
This year’s high school literature classes have been
reading works handed down to us from the days
when writing was invented: The Epic of Gilgamesh,
the oldest piece of epic world literature; and
Homer’s The Odyssey, the Greek epic from the end
of the 8th century BCE. In 2018, these students
honor this heritage in their own literary endeavors.
This year’s Meadowlark is a project of the entire
high school as a collaborative eﬀort, and rather than
laboriously imprinting their writings on clay tablets,
they employ electronic technology to bring together
the artistic and academic endeavors of all Meadow
Montessori students. The editorial staﬀ (otherwise
known as the high school students) worked without
supervision and largely on their own time to collect,
edit, plan and format this edition of Meadowlark. I
am “epically” proud to work with them. Thanks are
owed to all the high school students, to the Meadow
teachers who encouraged their students to share
their work, to the students who share their
accomplishments, and to Ms. Cathe for her constant
support and encouragement.

Contributors:
Editor In Chief: Mekulash B.
Secretar y and Communications
Director: Emily S.
Faculty Advisor: Sharon K.
Cover Art: Anna K.
Art Correspondent: David P.
Music Correspondent: Donovan G.
High School Correspondent: Alexis Z.
Middle School Correspondent: Lily K.
Upper El W. Correspondent: Grace B.
Upper El E. Correspondent: Ammar A.
Lower El Correspondent: Elizabeth H.
Founder: Waverlee B.
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Close Encounters by Ammar A.
Love Story by Cash S.
Love is Big
Love is Peace
Love travels
around the world

Never did I think that the most memorable moment in my life
would only last for less than thirty seconds. I was in a gigantic,
dimly lit, and cold gymnasium in downtown Toledo packed with
thousands of people. Being only ten at the time I never realized
that this might be the biggest highlight of my life. For the first
four hours, there were formalities and introductions, each one
beginning with a woman standing on a big stage with tons of
microphones in her face saying, “And speaking next will be the
President of... the Toledo Clinic Board of Trustees.” With each speaker I could feel the
cramping in my knees getting more intense, and my eyelids gradually getting heavier. It
wasn’t until I heard the words that everyone came to hear, that I finally jumped up in joy. At
last, the same lady with her face covered up by microphones exclaimed, “Now, introducing
the President of the United States of America, Barack Obama.”
The audience and the ground shook with excitement. Armed
oﬃcers and secret servicemen flooded in from all entrances
BFF Sisters forever
creating a border around the stage. It seemed as if the whole of
by Jasi D.
Toledo was screaming Obama’s name at once. He came onto the
stage and rose above the microphones-unlike the lady before him.
I love my sister. She is
I never really understood what he was talking about because the
the best . She is so
only thing I knew about politics at the time was that we have a
president. There he was talking while his Secret Servicemen were
cute and I love her
chattering over their radios and looking at the front row, which I
more than everything.
was in. President Obama finished his speech and got oﬀ the stage
I just can't stop loving
while his supporters were screaming and reporters were scribbling
her. I could cuddle her
on their notepads. As he walked towards the front row, everyone
around me started shoving and pushing. One of the Secret
until I'm gone but I will
Servicemen then yelled at the crowd in a loud, deep, monotone
always love her, no
voice, “Hey, watch it people, there’s a kid here!’’ It felt as if a
matter what. Even if
thousand warm marshmallows smothering me. I was clawing
through people’s hips when I saw Obama a couple of people
she is nice, even if she
down shaking everyone's hands. He quickly approached me and
is mean, I will always
grabbed my hand. Most people would expect a president's hand
be her friend. We love
to be sweaty and clammy, especially after giving a speech.
each other so much.
However, Obama’s hand was muscular, cool, and big. I could feel
every single line and wrinkle he had. The palm of his hand was
white and the outside was brown with dark knuckles. I was
shaking his hand vigorously up and down while he brought his
other hand and put it on top of mine. He kept saying “Hi, thank you.” To me and everyone
around me, when I bursted out a single question that made my encounter memorable. I
asked him, “Do you wanna play basketball with me?” His answer was the most amazing
words to come out of a president. He looked me in the eyes, laughed, and said “I’m too old
for that.” Then walked away to the next person.
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Family by Lily K.
What does “family” really mean? Although it practically defines a person, “family” means something
diﬀerent to every individual. It is the main component of almost everyone's lives, yet not everyone is
lucky enough to have a good relationship with their relatives, so it should include more than just
your blood line. According to the World Book Dictionary, family is “ a group of people living in the
same house or under one head, including parents, children,
relatives, and servants; household.” This is true, but the
Photo by Elizabeth H.
word can also include others, too. It should mean anyone
with shared values to your own or somewhat similar
lifestyles: General groups that get along well together.
Family consists of the people you are actually related to,
but it is also everyone who continues to make an impact on
your life: this could be relatives, friends, and significant
others.
Puppy Love by
Leah M.
I have a puppy. His
name is Mak. He is 7
months old. He is my
only puppy. We got
him 7 months ago.
We got him at an old
house. There were a
lot of puppies. I love
my puppy.

In a way, our school is also a family.
It is because of our small class size
that we get along like a real
household. We all have similarities,
but also diﬀerent ideas and
backgrounds: adding diversity to our classroom. Many times I would walk
out of math class not understanding a concept at all even after I asked the
teacher to explain again. This is when I can count on my friends, who always
made the concept more understandable, and even in a shorter amount of
time. Close relationships with teachers also form a bond similar that which
one has with a friend or parent. Many times teachers have taken time out of
their day to have a personal conversation with me to make sure I was having
a good day. Another time, I couldn’t use my violin so the music teacher lent
me her violin for the rest of the week without me even asking her for help.
This is the kind support system everyone should have. It is important to
feel empowered by the individuals you converse with. The word family
supports the idea of well- being and growth for everyone in a group.

According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary, family is “ the basic unit in society traditionally
consisting of two parents rearing their children.” My experience is quite diﬀerent from this
definition. I come from a large mix of split families. I don’t even necessarily “belong” to one family,
but a large number of groups of people: my mom’s relatives, my dad’s relatives, their significant
others, their other children, my siblings, my friend’s families, and also my boyfriend's relatives. This
is why I use the term so loosely. Sometimes, in just one week, I stay at my mom’s house, my dad’s
house, my grandparent’s house, and my friend’s house. People have begun to just expect me at their
house at any time. Most homes have an abundant supply of yogurt and cheese waiting for me to
devour when I come over. Because of how split my family is, it will never follow the ideal definition
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of a Twenty- First Century American home, which can be a blessing and
a curse.
Even though we aren't the ideal family, everyone gets along oddly well
with each other. When my mom’s siblings come to visit in the
summer, my dad is even invited over to see them. This part is of
course a blessing, but it also hurts to see your family together for just
one day and then be split apart the next. You envy the people who
can say “family” and perfectly describe everyone living under one roof
in harmony. It is also extremely overwhelming trying to remember
where your belongings are. There have been times where I have
forgotten which house my coat is even at. But because I am a part of
all of these families, someone is usually able to help me. Sometimes it
can be good to belong to many groups of people because you can have
a larger support system. Although it doesn’t fit under the ideal
definition of family, I wouldn’t want it any other way.

The Calico Cat by Mirra B.

She sits there,
That furry thing,
Watching other
creatures,
On the wing,
Ears alert,
And yet carefree,
Half closed eyes,
Observing me.

In his novel Proven Guilty, Jim Butcher writes “When everything goes to hell, the people who stand
by you without flinching -- they are your family.” In an ideal setting, family should mean a group of
individuals with shared values: this is very true for my network of people. I have supportive relatives,
friends, and others. We all share traits, too. I have surrounded myself with hardworking individuals.
An example of this is could include my mom, who had worked two jobs to provide my siblings and
me an education at Meadow. More examples could include how my friends and I have been doing
yard work to make money so that we can travel and become more prepared for adulthood. This was
definitely backbreaking work, which tested our friendship. From planning which lawn to mow, who
brought the snacks, and who provided the rides for the week, we all had to grow together.
Sometimes this was tough, but we were able to
become more of a family than ever. Because of my
Photo by Emily S.
friends, I continue to push myself further so that I
can be my best self for them.
A definition of family that’s not ideal just includes
your close relatives, but to me it should mean
everyone who continues to make a positive impact on
your life. I have a wonderful support system that
includes my relatives, close friends, boyfriend, and
other peers. My school’s environment has been one of
the most reliable families that I can count on. It also
helps that my close friends have similar views and
morals as myself, so that we continue to encourage
each other to do our best. So, no, family isn’t a term
limited to just your close relatives or the people of
your household.
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Lottery Win by Mack L.
If I won the lottery, I would like to get three different cars: an orange Jeep
Wrangler with black rims, a black Ford F150, and a white Tesla. After getting the
cars, I would probably give a lot of money to my parents because they paid so
much so I can go to school and go on school trips. They also pay a lot of money
for me to play hockey. I would also get my dad his dream car, which is probably
a Corvette.

Effects of Homosexual and Transsexual Parents on Children by Alexis Z.
There is much controversy surrounding the modern wave of people coming out and identifying with
a diﬀerent gender or sexual identity than the one they were assigned
at birth. They are part of the LGBTQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer plus) community which encompasses all
Flower by Teegan S.
genders and sexual orientations outside the traditional straight
female and male. While
many people support
Hieroglyphics by Kaline H.
those who have made their
feelings public, others
have criticized and spoken
out against these large
societal steps towards
equality. Similar to race or
ethnicity, many gay people
describe themselves as
having known their orientations from a very early age. While
some people believe that gay parenting has negative eﬀects
on children, I believe that gay parenting does not have the
eﬀects that these people claim.
Several negative points made by opposition to gay
marriage and parenting play into each other. For example, people believe that gay parents will have
negative eﬀects on their children, such as questioning their own sexuality. (Nimocks, "One Man,
One Woman, and the Common Good). Austin R. Nimocks discussed in his article that homosexual
families can never be the same as traditional families because there are gender roles in marriage and
child raising that only a man and woman can fill. He claims that the sexes are diﬀerent to the core
and that both are necessary in the development of a child. He stated that children growing up
without a father were up to 20 times more likely to end up in prison, but it was unclear from his
sources whether these sources were intended to be conveyed in the absence of a father (even if the
relationship has two functioning mothers) or the absence of a second parent, which is, in many
6
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cases, a father. However, early studies exploring this possibility (Crowl et al. 2008; Patterson 1992)
reported just the opposite of Nimocks research. Using a method similar to play therapy, young
children of homosexual parents were given gendered toys to play with and were observed for their
use of gender roles to determine their gender identity development, while the older children were
asked to draw pictures of men and women engaged in activities. Other studies focused on the toys
and showed the activities that that children engaged in independently. The cumulative results of
these studies finalized that there was no diﬀerentiation between the
development of sexual and gender orientations among children with
homosexual or traditional parents. This backs up what I believe, which
Story by Damian N.
is that the parents do not directly influence the children’s sexual
orientation.
A pig had a cap.

He also had a map

Adding onto this, the children of homosexual couples may very well
where he sat. Why did he
learn to be more tolerant and accepting of people diﬀerent from
sit?
themselves or their family because they themselves are diﬀerent from
Maybe he wanted to sit?
the current social norm, as backed up by the Journal of Developmental
Was he tired?
and Behavioral Pediatrics. The Journal also stated that “A same-sex
Did he want to look at his
couple providing love and support allows children the same emotional
map?
stability and developmental advantages that a child of a heterosexual
Did he want to watch his TV?
couple might have. It is the quality of the parent-child relationship that
is important in any family.” It is much more important in the
We will see.
development of a child to have parents that love and support them than
the genders of the parents they have. Traditional families can diﬀer in
functionality based on the parents, as well. Many families ignore the
“gender roles” that Nimocks claimed to be absolutely necessary for the successful development of a
child, but did not take into account the many examples of families functioning without them in both
heterosexual and homosexual relationships. The reason many children with homosexual parents face
stress is because of the negative mentalities of those around them, responding to the orientation of
their parents. Discriminatory remarks or attitudes towards them or their parents are very stressful
and harmful to any child, but are more common among those with
homosexual parents. This results in many studies reporting higher levels
of stress in these children and people to believe that this style of family is
Artwork by Nolan L.
more deleterious to children’s development.
One issue that people see today is the increase in the number of
homosexuals that are identifying themselves and saying that this is bad.
The number of homosexuals and transsexuals appears to be rising,
resulting in many people believing that gay parenting is leading to this.
However, this can be very misleading. It is extremely diﬃcult to estimate
the number of individuals that have not identified themselves because of
the fear of facing prejudice or hate in modern times and more serious
backlash such as jail or death in the past. Most gay people have known
7
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that aspect of themselves from a very young age and were not influenced in any way from their
usually straight parents. To stress this point, in today’s world, children are likely to encounter gay
people in their day to day life even if they do not have gay parents, so blaming the parents for
“turning their children gay” is very inaccurate.
Overall, the children of homosexual parents are almost entirely similar to those of straight
parents, with a few small exceptions regarding levels of compassion towards people diﬀerent from
themselves, in which children of homosexual parents showed slightly higher levels than those of
traditional families. However, from there the diﬀerences end. The eﬀects of gay parenting on
children are not diﬀerent from those of straight parents beyond their individual parenting abilities,
and the ideas they instill in their children are much more meaningful to their development than the
sexualities of the parents. In the future, people will hopefully not be afraid of showing the world who
they really are if individuals become more tolerant of those diﬀerent from themselves. A more
compassionate and tolerant community that does not focus on small diﬀerences is one that is able
to better itself, its neighbors and the rest of the world.

Introspective by Mekulash B.
My life, up until this point, has been defined by my family. I am the youngest of six
children, each one being ardent in their individual endeavors. I am the child of an
artist and a Union laborer. I am the brother of an engineer, a talkative economist, a
hairstylist, a graphic designer, and a women’s studies major. I come from a line of
expectations. Who am I? I now know that I am me.
My siblings are outspoken and learned. I value their knowledge, I will always
listen to what they have to say. Growing up, we often engaged in heated
discussions from politics to ethics to trivial matters. I often sat back and listened.
I’m shy; I’m sixth in line to share. I’m never the center of attention, but when I
speak, oh yes, they listen. There is an immense amount of wisdom one can gain
from the listening to and observing the mistakes of others. I am not garrulous. I say
what I mean, yet there is much to learn from what others have to say. Emerson’s
diverse and engaged community will allow for just that. Alas, we are all still figuring
it out.
Wish Granted by Ava R.
The fox gazed up at the dragon in awe. “I wish to have scales as pretty and as bright as yours!” he
barked.“I want wings just as large and claws just as sharp, so I can be far more beautiful and
ferocious than any other fox.”
The Dragon of Summer’s amused yellow eyes blinked slowly. “Oh, but little fox, your wishes cannot
be granted by I,” she rumbled. “Travel east, to the Witch of Willow Lake. She can give you scales and
wings such as mine.”
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The fox nearly tripped over his own paws as he scrambled to leave
the cavern. “Do be careful, little fox, for the witch will only help
you for a price.” The dragon called after him. The fox nodded
eagerly, but paid no mind to the her warning. The fox actually
never registered her words at all.
Yet the fox traveled quickly, following the sun at dawn and fleeing
from the sunset. He rarely rested and hardly ate, fueled by the
desire to be better than everyone else.
Finally, after quite a few days and several sleepless nights, he came
upon a purple lake surrounded by lilacs. But what really caught his
attention--as if the colored water wasn’t strange enough--was the
house on stilts placed at the center.
“At last!” the exhausted fox thought to himself. “This has to be it!
Willow Lake. And that house must be where the witch lives.” He
carefully began to swim, if slowly, across the purple water to the
witch’s house, until he reached the stairs that lead to the hut’s
doorstep.
Ignoring the uncomfortable feeling of wet fur clinging to his skin,
the fox called out, “Witch! Oh, Witch of Willow Lake, I came all
this way because the Dragon of Summer promised that you would
turn me into a dragon as well!” No sooner had the last word had
left the fox’s lips, the door slammed open. He nearly fell back into
the water.
“She said what?” The witch shrieked.
A furious, petite woman stood in the doorway, her face twisted into
a frightening scowl. She was much younger than he’d expected, the
fox admitted to himself.
“Good God, the number of times a year she sends me some
creature or another in need of magical shapeshifting....” She trailed
oﬀ angrily, looking the fox up and down. She sniﬀed. “Do you have
anything to give me?”
“What? No, I didn't know I had to bring--” The fox began to
explain, but the witch interrupted with a snarl.
“Then get lost! I’m not going to change you into a massive beast
for free, you fool!”

19 December, 2018

Meadow Musical Highlight
by Donovan G.
The Meadowlark musical
highlight for this issue is the
Irish love song “Danny Boy.”
Originating in the late
seventeenth century, this song
has numerous lyrics and
melodies over its 200+ year
history. The version the
Meadow Montessori high
school played is set to the
tune of “Londonderry Air.” The
melody itself was written in the
nineteenth century; in 1913,
Frederic Weatherly wrote lyrics
to this tune. The lyrics
themselves are the subject of
debate. Many people have
theorized who the singer is,
common interpretations are a
mother singing to her son, or a
lover singing to her beloved off
in a war. The origin of the lyrics
is also debated. While the song
has become “the official Irish
anthem,” the lyrics were written
by an Englishman. Given the
historical rivalry between the
two countries , it’s not hard to
see why this is controversial.
Regardless of all this, Danny
Boy is an extremely memorable
song that the entire High
School, and you too, will enjoy.

“But I came all this way!” he protested.
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“That sounds like a you problem.”
The fox bristled, ears pressing flat against his head. “You can’t do
that! This isn’t fair at all--” and for a moment the fox believed that
the witch was going to explode. Her face turned a horrid shade of
red, and her hands balled into fists at her sides.
“I said no,” the witch hissed through clenched teeth. “Now get
out of my DARN lake.”

Art by Ava R.

The fox shivered angrily, his wet fur still sticking to his skin. He
looked like a pathetic, trembling russet mop. “I’m not leaving
until you turn me into a dragon! I didn’t travel all this way for
nothing,” he growled stubbornly, despite his pitiful appearance.

The witch seemed to visibly snap. “Alright!” she threw her hands in the air. “Fine. Okay. You’re going
to be a beautiful red dragon. Just hold on one moment!” Her smile was practically a grimace. Her
knuckles were white from gripping her wand so tightly. The fox probably should’ve noticed these
things, but he didn’t. He genuinely believed the Witch of Willow Lake had changed her mind, and
would turn him into a magnificently scarlet scaled, fire breathing, giant winged, red dragon.
And that was his biggest mistake.
The witch closed her eyes, murmuring a spell under her breath. The fox bounced with excitement,
momentarily forgetting his exhaustion. She made rather sharp, violent movements with her wand-gestures that any experienced magic user would recognize as dark magic. But the fox was, clearly,
very inexperienced. So he grinned a triumphant smile and
waited for his dreams to be fulfilled.
The witch’s skin faded to an dusty grey, and when she
opened her eyes, they glinted a dangerous white. The fox
was unfazed. But as the witch’s voice got louder and louder,
the fox began to feel his bones shifting. He gave a
sickening howl, thrashing and twisting in an attempt to get
away. He lurched for the stairs, willing to throw himself
back in the water to escape the pain, but he was frozen in
place. Muddy red scales began to grow and replace fur, his
claws growing long and sharp. Shredded, horrible looking wings
sprouted from his back and his tail began to grow longer and
thinner.

Photo by Elizabeth H.

The fox gave a foreign sort of gurgle, looking down at his scaled feet with dismay. Dragons had four
legs. The fox had only two. If not a dragon, what was he?
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“What did you do to me?” he rasped accusingly. “Whoops, it seems as if I cast the wrong spell!” the
witch hummed, as her skin and eyes returned to their normal shades. She didn’t sound very sorry at
all. “Wyverns and dragons are basically the same anyway.” She continued.
The fox’s eyes widened in an almost comical expression of horror. “A wyvern?” he cried. “Oh no, no
no no. Wyverns are awful! Ugly and terrifying... and so incredibly mean!” The fox bared his teeth in
an angry snarl. “Change me back! I did not ask to be changed into a wyvern!”
The witch cackled. “Pf! You pestered and you pestered, and see where it got you?” she grinned
wickedly. “Did you really think I’d changed my mind? That I’d decided to give in and transform you
for free?” The fox would’ve whimpered if he was actually, well, a fox. Instead he just made a little
clicking sound in the back of his throat. Bitter tears stung his lizard-like eyes. “Now shoo, You
beast!” The witch waved at the wyvern dismissively, turning and shutting the door behind her with a
laugh. The fox ran away afterwards, ashamed and embarrassed, not once returning to the place he
used to call home. The Witch of Willow Lake claims that he now hides in the mountains far west-always saying it with a satisfied smile. The fox had gotten part of his wish, though. He had become
ferocious, but not at all beautiful.

Boy to Monster Then to Young Man by John T.
A long time ago in a town there was a large forest. Children have entered and have never
came out, but every night their screams echo through the forest. There was a boy only the
age 9 and he knew the story, but he went into the forest anyway. Minutes past, then hours,
then days, then weeks, then months, then 3 years later he walked out of the forest, but the
strange thing was he came back on the same day he left 3 years ago, but then the boy
said,”Don’t come back to my forest, or my curse shall be put on this little pest.” then the boy
walked back to his house, he never spoke and barely ate. I could think he was dead. Then
the next day he was coming back from school, when out of nowhere, bullies arrived. They
grabbed him and started throwing his backpack back and forth to each other. Then he said
stop, and the bullies froze, they couldn’t move, then he grabbed his backpack and said,
“pick on people that are as weak as you, my name is Dormomu.”

Hieroglyphics by Nolan L.

Art by Carly G.
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Biking on Mackinac by Anna K.
We spent our first few hours on
Mackinac discovering the island by
biking. Traveling by bicycle allows us
to see many different and amazing
landscapes with things that we would
never get a chance to look at in lower
Michigan: arch-rock, clear beaches,
cairn stone structures, chalk-scar.
The students divided into groups
determined by people’s interests.
Originally, there were three large
groups with 2 tandem and 9 single
bicycles, but later tandems splintered
off and followed their own plan. I was
in one of those 2 tandems, and I
wanted to say that spread of tandems
addressed a particular need, not a
wish to be alone. My partner, who was
Lizzie, and I had a lot of trouble during
our first ride. Our seats were unstable,
we didn’t know who is supposed to
start pedaling. So, we turned back to
the a bicycle rental station, where we
received a helpful suggestion from a
manager. He recommended that we
decide who should start pedaling first,
and the second rider is suppose to join
the first later. Such a simple
recommendation worked very well for
the rest of our trip. Once we tried to
practice the manager’s suggestions,
we were able to discover many
wonderful things.
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Beauty by Grace B.
What is beauty? What does it mean to be beautiful? Is
beauty your physical appearance or is it more than just
skin deep? Beauty is all of the above. It is a word used to
describe both a person’s outward appearance and their
character. Beauty means diﬀerent things for each
individual and has a diﬀerent meaning in diﬀerent
cultures. It is very diﬃcult to give a full definition of
beauty because each person uses it diﬀerently. The saying
“Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder” is a perfect
example of how beauty means something diﬀerent for
each person. To me, beauty can be defined as simply skin
deep, but it can also be used to describe someone’s
“heart”, their kindness, honesty, and empathy towards
others.
One of the many dictionary definitions of beauty is a
“quality that is particularly graceful, excellent, or
ornamental.” There are so many definitions of beauty, but
there are certain qualities that people have agreed make
up beauty, such as attractiveness, charm, and overall
appeal to the senses. In western society the definition of
beauty hasn’t changed, but
what is described as
beautiful has. Models
Photo by Elizabeth H.
have always been seen as
the standard of beauty in
Western society and for
the most part, they fit
into the category of tall
and thin. People believed
for decades that if they
wanted to be attractive
and ultimately beautiful
then they had to meet
that standard. For
example, even today the majority of models doing runway
shows are 5’8 or above and are a size 2. These ideas have
changed over time, however, and now more than ever
people see that beauty is not dependent on what size you
are or what color your skin is, it is how you look at
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yourself. Beauty is also described as how aesthetically pleasing your features are and now people are
taught that if you love your features than you will be able to see
how beautiful you are. Everyone is beautiful, but many people
are blind to their own beauty because they think they will only
Art by Matthew L.
look good if they fit the Western idea of it.
What beauty is varies around the world. In the U.S we don’t
think scars are beautiful, but in Ethiopia, the Karo tribe creates
scars on girls and women in order to attract husbands. The
Masai tribe in Kenya believes that stretched earlobes and
shaved heads are beautiful. A century- old ritual in the Kayan
tribe is stretching the necks of girls. Starting at age 5 heavy
brass rings are added to a girl’s neck in order to make it longer.
In Burma and Thailand, long necks are seen as the ultimate sign
of beauty. These are just a few examples of what beauty is
around the world. Each culture has its own definition of beauty and no definition has a lesser
meaning. Though beauty is used to describe physical appearances, it also comes from within.
Audrey Hepburn said, ‘True beauty in a woman is reflected in her soul. It is the caring that she
lovingly gives, the passion that she shows, and the beauty of a woman with passing years only grows.’
After spending years in Hollywood, Audrey Hepburn devoted most of her time to UNICEF and
people in need. She showed the world what inner beauty truly is. Personally, I believe physical beauty
means nothing if one is not beautiful inside and what that means is that they are kind, giving, and
honest. Unlike outer beauty, inner beauty follows the same guidelines in most cultures. Some people
say that inner beauty is just something ugly people made up to make themselves feel better, but
that’s not true. How you look on the outside is not nearly as important as who you are on the inside.
Outer beauty only goes as far as inner beauty, because no one likes mean, selfish people. Inner beauty
is how genuine one is, kindness, generosity, honesty, and so much more.

Art by Easton K.

Nature can also be described as beautiful. If you are happy you
see the outside world as more beautiful, which is another
example of how beauty is in the eye of the beholder. When the
sun is setting it is often described as beautiful, because it displays
a brilliant array of colors and lights and that is seen as beautiful.
Beauty is only one word, but it has so many complex meanings. I
don’t know if I will ever understand the true meaning of beauty,
but with time I will learn more and more about what beauty is.
Beauty can be used to describe people, objects, and nature; it
means something diﬀerent to each person. To me, beauty comes
from within as well as from appearances, but it is not limited to
just those things. It is a term that can cause pain and give
confidence. Beauty is a powerful word.
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Rainy Days by Mackenzie G.
Sometimes I like rainy days. You get to stay in and watch movies. Also, rainy days
aren't the best because when you have a dog and you let him or her outside they
get muddy and/or wet and then you have to wash them and it sucks. Also, after it
rains when you walk outside your shoes get wet. This weekend my sister had a
photo shoot and it was raining so we had to have umbrellas.

To My Accordion-playing Freak of a Role Model by Lily K.
Her hands are worn and tan from the sun. Her finger is purple and swollen, but she assures
me it is okay. She avoids the surgery so that she can reach a certain button on her shiny
golden and red accordion. Her nose is quite large, as is her tongue. She walks into the room
with her size eleven shoes with powerful steps. Her eyes sparkle like a pair of polished
diamonds; this could just be from all of the eyedrops she applies. Her facial expressions are
absurd and priceless. She is a caring, funny, and independent role model.
I look over at her and feel instant relief. With a big smile, not caring about what anyone has
to say, she marches into the room. She blasts her absolutely ridiculous, ear-killing accordion
music, while singing a German folk song. Her house is sweltering, but for some reason I feel
comfort. I walk through the entrance and hear people arguing through a small television
screen in the kitchen about politics. She has food piled all over the kitchen table. There are
meats, potatoes, salads, and of course, desserts. The lights are intensely bright; my eyes
almost begin to hurt. She is curled up in a corner with a red snowman blanket wrapped snug
around her body. Her green eyes look so warm and inviting. She says “C’mere, Lil” and pulls
me in for an overbearing hug.
She turned up the music in her red “hotrod” and continued to speed down M-50 as I told
her about the excruciating day I’d had. When she looked at me, I could tell that she was
clearly frustrated that I was upset. She was almost appalled that I let something bother me
so much. This was when I learned that it is sometimes acceptable to not give a f*ck. This is
also when I realized I needed to have my best interests in mind. When I got to the warm,
inviting house on Alford Road, a huge calendar was spread across the kitchen table. Papers
were strewn throughout the whole calendar. Blue ink was practically spilling out of the
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pages because there were so many events to go to. Even though her life looks like chaos, she
gets everything done while catering to others’ needs, too. I also realized that she never lets
all of her plans (good or bad) get in the way of her happiness.
Besides being an absolutely magnificent human being, she is also a strong leader in our
community. She attends many political events where rooms are usually quiet, and life needs
to be brought to them. She walks in energetically and sets her windbreaker on the chair. It
feels like the room begins to lighten with her presence, or maybe this is just because she
turned on absolutely all of the lights in the room. She politely discusses with a friend about
the latest events happening in the world. The phone rings rapidly and voices echo through
the line. Her friends instruct her what to wear to the next parade or the latest polka dance.
My grandmother is a strong role model and a powerful person in our community. She puts
everyone’s best interests into consideration and brings a practical approach to the table. She
is a fierce, kind, powerhouse of a human being with great compassion.

Hurricane Florence By Mack L.
Right now (9-12-18), there is a hurricane heading towards the East Coast.
Hurricane Florence is a category four hurricane. Over one million people are being
forced to leave their homes due to the mandatory evacuation. I believe that if you
are in the area of the mandatory evacuation, you should leave, but it doesn’t mean
you have to. It should be whatever you decide to do.

The Meaning of Strength by Ammar A.
Art by Madelyn G.

To most people, strength is defined as being a physical
attribute, like having muscles or being able to lift
heavy objects. In Webster’s New Collegiate
Dictionary, strength is defined as “The quality or state
of being strong: capacity for exertion or endurance.”
In contrast to physical strength, emotional or
psychological strength is the ability to keep your
public emotions and actions in check. Having
psychological and emotional strength is more
important than having muscles when living in a time
where your ability to communicate an idea is most
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important.
Keeping your emotions in check does not mean holding
everything you feel to yourself. However, it revolves around not
letting your feeling for a subject show at an inappropriate time.
This is an important contrast to know; you should not keep
feelings like stress to yourself, this could lead to major
psychological damage. Some common ways that people deal
stress with are avoiding caﬀeine, getting more sleep, or talking
to someone about the issue at hand. An example of an emotion
to control is anger, if you are in discord, or are generally
aggravated by someone, true strength would be to control your
anger and not take it up with that person. 1400 years ago a man
named Muhammad spread Islam across Asia, Africa, and parts
of Europe. One of the things he preached was; I guarantee a
Art by Jack D. and Rowan A.
place in heaven for one who gives up an argument, even if he’s
right. If you do not have the strength to hold back your anger in
front of people, your interactions with them could end in unfriendly ways. Another common
feeling to have control over is nervousness, this is where you are frightened to do a certain
task that usually could result in bad consequences if it is not performed well. An example of
this could be a big presentation, performance, or test you have to accomplish. If you do not
have the strength to keep your nerves under control, you tend to make easily avoided
mistakes, while keeping your nerves in check
and staying focused, will lead to a better
Hiding negative history by Mackenzie G.
performance.
In life, physical strength may give you
popularity and fame, but not having
emotional strength will aﬀect your status in
other people’s perspective. A real-life example
of this is with Mixed-Martial-Arts fighters. In
2018, a UFC (Ultimate Fighting
Championship) fight with Khabib
Nurmagomedov against Conor McGregor
lead to a controversy. After beating McGregor in the circle, he started to attack the
opposing team’s coach for the racist remarks the coach made towards him. He couldn’t keep
his emotions in check and his muscles didn’t help. Further investigation into the matter
found that some time before, McGregor threw a cart at the Nurmagomedov team bus out
of anger while his coach would say racist remarks weeks before the actual match. Another

People are thinking that we should hide
negative history. What that means is taking
negative parts of history out. There are
many negative things in history, but they are
important because we learn from our
mistakes.
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example is of basketball players; if they make rude remarks towards players, staﬀ, or
referee's, they will get fined an automatic $5,000 or more.
Strength could either mean having muscles, or holding back your emotions. However, it is
more important to have emotional strength than physical strength when you are interacting
with people in the world. While Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary defines strength as
being the capacity for exertion or endurance, the true meaning of strength is the ability to
hold back emotions like anger or apprehension/nervousness. In all, events like the
synagogue shooting, the Thousand Oaks, California shooting, and the Florida High School
shooting shows that there is so much anger and tension in the world, and violence is not the
answer to stopping it.
How to Become an Olympic Figure Skater-From Scratch by Emily S.
Have you ever wished you could complete the jumps and spins you see in the
Olympic figure skating competitions, but you can't make it across the rink without falling
on your knees? The concepts you hear seem easy to apply, but the moment you step onto the
ice, it seems like the understandable becomes blocked by what all people despise, the three
pegged metal tip of the blade, the toe-pick. Despite being able to do technically perfect
routines, being an Olympian is a way of living and a mindset. You will need to focus on
nourishing yourself properly, resting when it
is needed, and focusing on being the best
Art by Juni G.
version of yourself everyday. At the end of
the day you need to realize that in the end
it is not about being on the podium at
Sochi, but rather proving to yourself that
you can overcome any obstacle the toe-pick
throws in your way. With a fresh approach
involving new skates, a qualified coach,
practice, oﬀ-ice training, some pep talks,
and a glowing smile, you will be on the road
to becoming the Olympian you have always
wanted to become.
First things first, if you wish to
become an Olympian, don’t buy skates from
Toy R’ Us or any store except those which specialize in fitting skating boots and blades.
When you pull your figure skates around your feet, your ankles should not be able to move
and your feet should slowly start to numb. Pull the laces so tight that you are creating a vshape with your body from the force that you are exerting on the laces. When your feet and
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toes are numb, you know the boot is tight enough and you are ready to start getting on the
ice.
The next step is the most important and that is to get a coach. You should not be
coached by your mom, but a professional who understands how to avoid injury while
jumping, spinning, or moving on the ice. You will be less likely to injure yourself and others
on the ice if you are using proper form and following traditional coaching methods. When
your coach tells you to do something, listen to him or her the first time. Listening to your
coach will save you the heartbreak of falling on your knees a
thousand times before you master a move. You do not want to
experience the aha moment of realizing it was as simple as the
position of your arms or legs that kept you from excelling.
You know the saying practice makes perfect? Well, that is the
next step. You cannot just get a coach and some six-hundred dollar
skates and expect to become an Olympian. You will have to live,
breathe, and sleep on the ice - day in and out. When you fall, don’t
worry, it is one of the vital steps to understanding all the wrong
ways to do the move. Take time to reflect, give yourself a pep talk,
and continue skating. It will make you stronger and will motivate
you to keep getting back on the ice.
Art by Jack D. and

Soreness will come to
anyone who trains to their
maximum threshold. If you want
to become an Olympian, you will be sore and you will
fall, but it is what you do in these moments that makes
or breaks your chance. Stretching and strengthening is
vital to every move. Without the proper muscle tone
and strength, you are more prone to injuring yourself
when you are learning new skills or even executing the
ones that you have mastered. Figure skating is the
perfect balance of strength, grace, and flexibility which
requires attention to all of your bodies’ needs.
Rowan A.

Art by Grace S.

Skating when your muscles are like a frozen
rubber band is not a good idea. You can’t just jump onto the ice after a long night's rest. You
need to warm up - take a run, stretch, and practice jumps and spins on the ground - before
you step onto the ice. It only takes about twenty to thirty minutes, so get to practice early,
warm up, and get on your skates so that you can execute new skills while lowering your risk
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of injury. To follow training, you will need to focus on nourishing and preparing your body
for your next time on the ice. Yoga, running, and ballet need to become your new best
friends. They will help you build the endurance, strength, flexibility, and discipline required
to excel to your full potential. When you make a habit of practicing these daily, your
precision and abilities will quickly progress and you will start to reach your full potential.
You need to be cautious when practicing your skills, especially near new skaters or
hockey players. You can pass them on the ice, but there is a reason why hockey and figure
skating are diﬀerent sports. When they combine on the same rink, danger could proceed
when exiting a spin, landing a jump, or completing a move, due to a collision. Exiting out of
a spin or jump is like you are in a war zone fighting to stay alive, but in this reality you are
fighting to stay afoot. Practice in the middle of the rink away from chaos during open skate
and leave reasonable space between you and others. Having a friend, coach, or parent watch
out for you while you are executing moves could lower the risk of someone colliding into
you or you into them.
Smile when you propel yourself through
the air and or spin on top of the ice. Focus on
strengthening from bottom up. Each skill
builds on the other and in order to excel each
preceding skill needs to be mastered and
perfected. Learning these skills is a journey of
failures and successes. You need to remember
while skating to stay in the moment and to
believe in your capabilities. Learning to do
triples and quads with precision and proper
technique is not a matter of natural talent, but
rather pushing yourself past your threshold and
achieving greatness. If you catch a divot in the
ice or collide with someone, it only gives you
Photo by Elizabeth H
the opportunity to get back up and try again.
Falls are inevitable, especially in the learning
process. Becoming an Olympian takes
dedication and diligence, but mostly the ability to get back up when you face the hardest
falls. The hardest falls will leave bruises, but they will darken and fade. The most important
part about falling is getting up more determined. If you do that, the steps that flow
afterwards will not be eﬀortless, but they will be conquerable.
Figure skating is a battle between you and the ice. Day by day you will excel with
proper practice and coaching, but do not focus on the word Olympian. Excelling in figure
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skating to gain glory and fame is not the point; it is loving it so much that even falls make
you smile. You need to focus on yourself before you focus on such a hefty goal, such as
becoming an Olympian. Remember, figure skating is an art and a sport, requiring time and
dedication to succeed.
Geothermal Energy by Jack S. and Annabelle W.
What is geothermal energy? Geothermal energy is energy
heat of the center of the earth. Geothermal energy is used to
heat and cool homes. You can make electricity by heating
water with the geothermal heat which makes steam to power
the turbine generators. This energy is a clean renewable
resource.
There are 3 types of geothermal energy, dry steam,
flash, and binary. Dry steam is the oldest energy used. Flash
plants pull deep high pressure water that is hot into colder
lower pressure water.finally binary plants, the hot water is
passed by a secondary fluid with a much lower boiling point
than water. This causes the secondary fluid to turn to vapor,
which then drives a turbine. Most likely geothermal power
plants in the future will be binary plants
To have this energy installed into your home it would cost
about 20,000 -25,000 dollars. Geothermal energy lasts 25-50
years. Solar lasts 25 years at most.
One of the worst things about geothermal energy is that it
makes the ground unstable, and that it makes greenhouse
gasses underground. This energy also may smell like rotten
eggs and may contain gasses that might be toxic but not that
much. (it's ok)
Doing Your Part by Elizabeth H.

In solitude, I sit. The Earth, in
its effortless beauty welcomes
my presence as it envelopes
my mind. Undisturbed, the
fauna continues on its way,
the flora grows back where
my imprints had inflicted. Man
cannot hinder the steadfast
vivacity of the path, the
journey, the cycle of nature.
Whether or not I exist, the fir
with its sprawling scions will
provide habitat to life, its
sweet, pungent smell only
noticed by me- the one with
senses- its roots will remain
rooted beyond sight, beyond
feeling of man; it will tower
over him; it will die.
Irrespective of man, the
sapwood will follow the cycle
relentlessly. When nothing is
left- my life, my soul, mankindnature persists unnoticed.
~by Mekulash B.

Oftentimes, you will find yourself living your daily life,
walking through your front door or playing the hurdy-gurdy or tying your shoe, when you
come to a shocking realization. You absentmindedly glance in a mirror or attempt to run a
hand through your hair, and it becomes instantly apparent that you need to get your hands
on a hairbrush. This painful recognition─that your meticulous appearance is in grave
danger─is the first step toward fixing your problem. The process of brushing your hair
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involves a number of steps, from finding the correct supplies to polishing oﬀ the final
product.
Now that you have become aware of your predicament, it’s time to set about finding your
hairbrush. This will very likely be the most time-consuming step, as you rack your brain for
the last place you remember brushing your hair. You have been through this process so many
dillions of times in your life that you just can’t remember where you last had your brush,
even if it was only a couple of hours ago. You usually begin your search in the obvious places,
starting with your dresser or a bathroom counter, but the
locations you check become less and less logical, until you
find yourself frantically rifling through stacks of mail in
the kitchen. At this point, you realize you are not being
productive, and begin to wander the house instead, wailing
“HAVE YOU SEEEN MY BRUSHHHHH?” to anyone
unfortunate enough to cross your path. This commonly
lasts for three to five minutes, at which point you notice
that you still aren’t making any kind of progress. You have
now reached your peak level of frustration, which leads
you to break through an unseen barrier and enter the next
stage of your search. Exactly what happens when you cross
Art by Amelia H.
this mysterious threshold is unknown, even to the most
experienced of hair-brushsearchers, but you nearly
Art by Grace S.
always emerge victorious, your brush clutched in a
triumphant hand. Maybe you come across it through pure,
honest luck. Perhaps a vision enters your head, revealing the
hidden locations of thousands of the world’s forgotten items.
However it happens, by the next time you are searching for
your hairbrush─or anything you have lost─the secret to
finding it has been lost to you, and you must start again, from
the beginning.
Your hairbrush has finally been located, and rests safely in your
hand. Assuming that your brush is an acceptable one─stiﬀ enough to comb out tangles
without ripping half your hair out (this may defeat the purpose)─it is now time to examine
the state of your hair. Maybe you’ve been outside in the wind; maybe you’ve been swimming
in the Dead Sea; or maybe your traitorous hair has decided to tie itself in knots just for the
fun of it, as you sat, innocent and unsuspecting, reading a book. Before you begin brushing,
you will need to split your knotted hair into two parts, one over each shoulder. This step is
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especially important for hair that is particularly long, or is feeling especially rebellious. If
you happen to have been hiking in the Appalachian mountains and your hair somewhat
resembles a beaver’s tail, this may be slightly more diﬃcult. However, on a good day, you can
probably separate the two pieces without much trouble; now it’s time to truly begin.
When you get to the actual brushing part of this process, it is very easy to become
frustrated, aggressive, or violent. If you wish to prevent permanent damage to you or your
hair, you must try to be very patient and try to see things from your hair’s point of view. If
you manage to accomplish this, you will also have a much better relationship with it in the
future. At this point you should have half your hair over each shoulder (if you do not, refer
back to Paragraph Three), and it now becomes necessary to choose one side to start with.
Depending on the tangled-ness of your hair, you will need to stay patient and collected
during this step, beginning by brushing out the very ends and slowly progressing upward.
This does not mean you should grab a piece of hair and, starting at the bottom, jerk the
brush upward; this is called teasing, and likely won’t give you results you intended. Instead,
you should begin calmly brushing downward. Using your non-brush-hand to hold a section
of hair as you detangle it can help prevent unnecessary pain and hair breakage, but this will
become harder to accomplish as you work your way toward the roots. Upon successfully
detangling the lower third of your hair, you may feel a proud sense of accomplishment, but
don’t be fooled by your hair’s treacherous
scheming. You are by no means nearing the end
of this journey: the worst is yet to come.
You’re all warmed up and ready to fight: now it’s
time to enter the ring. As you square up against
the middle section of hair, you begin to notice
the countless tricks it has hidden up its sleeve.
The ends of your hair may have seemed tangled,
but they can’t even compare to the massive knots
lurking in the middle. To make things worse, you
can’t use your free hand to control your wild
locks anymore, as the vicious tangles are too near
Art by Carly G.
your scalp. Your brush suddenly seems much too
weak to take on this struggle, but you know deep
down that switching to a stiﬀer, hair-breaking implement would only harm yourself in the
long run. So, you decide to take on the challenge with the tools you have─a small, weak
brush and your own mind’s infinite cunning. Unfortunately, everyone needs to come up with
their own, unique strategies to combat the tangles their hair throws at them; you must face
this challenge alone. The only advice I can oﬀer is this: no matter how infuriated you
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become, remember that this is your hair you are battling, and any wounds you inflict are
destined to come back and haunt you.
After what may have felt like hours, the fight has been won. With the majority of your hair
brushed out, the last part goes quickly, and it will soon be time to inspect your work.
Instead, though, you continue to brush your now-detangled hair, some part of you hoping
that brushing it a little more might beat some sense into it, or maybe change its annoying,
frizzy habits. This never really seems to happen, but some stubborn kind of hope leads you
to keep trying, day after day. Now is also the time to part your hair diﬀerently if you wish to,
spending far too much time trying to force your part to remotely resemble a straight line.
When you’ve deemed your job satisfactory, maybe glancing in a mirror if you’re feeling
ambitious, this lengthy process has almost come to a close. After running your brush
through it one more time, just for luck, you and your hair will feel strong and confident,
ready to take on whatever comes next.
Now that this process is complete, it’s time to congratulate yourself. You have just
contributed your share─completed your task─done your part to help make our world a
better place for everyone. The act of brushing your hair is a very important process in the
daily lives of millions of people, a process that is
often overlooked, but yet a vital process to the
smooth functioning of our society. Without the
ability to complete this set of steps, the long-haired
people of the world could very well be driven to
insanity; the small but essential things that hold our
world together could begin to crumble away. Having
smooth, freshly brushed hair not only gives a person
confidence but also provides a reassuring sense that
I love my cat Clyde and my dog
all is right with the world, that all life’s problems
Carl. They are both great pets
might just drift away, that everything is going your
but they fight when they get
way for a change─and then the wind blows.
annoyed. Clyde is 11 and Carl is
5 months old. Clyde sleeps the
My Cat by Grace B.
whole day and Carl Plays.
He’s a graceful animal, with short grey fur and
~Amelia H
bright green eyes. Petite and long, but also muscular,
he’s moderately small with a tiny snout and pointy
ears. He can leap to great heights and loves to be above everything else. My cat is both
beautiful and intelligent with a playful spirit.
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My cat is a Russian Blue and has beautiful grey fur. The base of his fur is a dark grey that
gets lighter as it gets to the top. As he moves, the color catches the light and appears to be
more silver. A bright light shined on his fur in the dark reveals a color so silver that it is
almost white, but the fur that is not highlighted by the light is a bland grey. The bridge of his
nose and the soft velvety fur behind his ears is the lightest. The fur on his tail separates with
movement into sections, which cause the tail to looks as though it has stripes. When seated
his prominent shoulder blades give way to the beautiful curve of his back. He has a pointy
and slender face, but at some angles, he looks as though he has a chubby one. Long grey and
white whiskers appear on each side of his wet grey nose. His eyes are a brilliant green that
lighten at the outside and darken with blue hints at the core.
He is still young so he loves to run, jump, and is curious about everything, making him very
mischievous. When something is left out such as a doll or a stack of paper he has no
problem turning them into toys or a mess on the floor. Once a ribbon was left out and the
next day he had to be rushed to the vet because
he had eaten it. Front and back claws make him a
threat to prey or those who want to smother him
with aﬀection. When he wants attention he rubs
against something and meows. His meows are
unique and almost sound like a soft high pitch
car horn. When he is called he usually returns
with a sound and will communicate with you if
you mimic him. When he is overstimulated or
content, a tonal flutter will come from him and
he will feel as though he is vibrating. He often
purrs when he is fed or pet.
When spooked his fur spikes up, back arches, tail
fur puﬀs up, and his pupils dilate. Most of the
time he spends basking in the sun asleep or
jauntily walking around the house. He is very stealthy and often enters a room without being
noticed. When he is hunting for prey he arches as low to the ground as possible, so he won’t
be seen, fixes his eyes on the target, and moves his tail back and forth. At the moment of
attack, he leaps forward and runs at full force toward his victim, catching it with his front
paws and biting it with his small sharp teeth.
Art by Grant G.

He is very smart and will purposely test a person’s patience. Most of the time he is sweet,
aﬀectionate, and warm, but he can be spiteful at times. He always comforts me when I am
upset and gets me to take a break from homework to play with him.
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Solar Energy by Mack L. and Mackenzie G.
Solar-powered photovoltaic (PV) panels convert the sun's
rays into electricity by exciting electrons in silicon cells
using the photons of light from the sun. This electricity
can then be used to supply renewable energy to your home
or business.

I love my God sister
her name is Caden
yes my name is Nadia
~Nadia R

What is solar energy?
Solar energy is one of the most abundant renewable energy
sources in the world. Solar panels take in the sun's rays and
convert them into electricity by exciting the electrons in
silicon cells by using the photons from the sun which is
then converted into thermal or electrical energy using a
solar panel. That power can be used to provide electricity for your whole home while the
excess is sent back to the main grid for others to purchase or use.
Beyond popular belief solar panels will not become useless at night or if there is no sunlight.
Solar panels will stay functional 24/7 because of the excess power created by the solar panels
that is sent to the grid, and these solar panels do not cost much considering the money you
will save by getting them. If you were to buy a solar panel the cost would range between
$11,000 and $15,000, but you can even rent one for $3,000 to even $0!
So now that you know all about solar energy. It is cheap, eﬃcient, and eco-friendly. Make it a
part of your day.
How to Tan Hides by David P.
The great motivator in Michigan was fur trade in the 1800s is what fueled exploration in
Michigan, mainly because of beaver fur was a highly prized for women’s hats in Europe. This
high demand pushed hunters farther into Michigan destroying the beaver population almost
to the point of extinction in Michigan. But with less demand in Europe and new hunting
laws caused the diminished the fur trade in Michigan and resulted in the loss of knowledge
in every day people on hide tanning. But what is hide tanning? To put it simply, it’s the
softening and preservation of an animal skin. Have you ever wondered how your sheepskin
rug was made or where it came from? Now is your chance to learn how leather is made.
There are many ways you can do this, like chrome tanning, which is done in mass scale, bark
tanning (will not cover chrome and bark tanning), and brain tanning, which is what we will
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be discussed in this paper. In this process a sheep hide will be tanned. De-hairing the hide
will not be covered in this process.
To begin tanning you first must gather all the tools you will need, a drawknife, a sharp knife,
eggs, salt, a fan, dish soap, a fleshing pole, and lots of time. To start us oﬀ we begin with
skinning the sheep, which needs to be done carefully, because if the hide is cut, it one looks
bad and it can become a large hole in the hide
after fleshing. After carefully removing the hide,
you must begin the timely process of fleshing the
hide. To start this oﬀ select an area that can get
dirty and bloody, then bring the fleshing pole,
which is a log that is around 6-8in in diameter
and is propped up at around 45 degrees, over to
the soon to be filthy area. Take the hide and
place it over the fleshing pole, it should be able
to hang there with the middle of the hide at the
top of the fleshing pole. For this part I
recommend old cloths, lean against the hide with
your belly to prevent the hide from moving.
Photo Emily S.
Taking
the
drawknife, you begin scraping all of the fat and
flesh oﬀ the hide. I recommend fleshing the middle
of the hide first, so you have a place to start for the
Art by
rest of the hide and it helps keep the hide balanced
Cash S.
on the fleshing pole. The fleshing process can take
2-3 hours for a sheep hide and the fresher the hide
the easier it is, don’t freeze the hide for a year
expect it to flesh easy. Once you are done fleshing
the hide, it should be a pale white with no fat or
muscle on the hide.
Now that the hide is fleshed you need to wash the hide, do this by first using a hose and
rinse out the fur to get most of the dirt and oil out. Then take a large bin (I recommend a
trash can) fill it with lukewarm water and put some dish soap in generously. Place the hide in
and hand wash the fur, changing the water frequently, (the flesh side should be slimy and
free from fat/muscle) the fur should become white with a faint hint of yellow. Make sure to
rinse out all of the soap. Depending on how dirty the hide was it can take anywhere from 1-3
hours. As soon as the hide is done being washed squeeze out as much water as possible and
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hang the hide vertically oﬀ a tree or any object that can hold its weight. Then put a fan
under the hide, pointed at the fur side. The reason for the fan is to dry the hide as fast as
possible to prevent mold and the fur will hold water for a long time. If you plan on not
working on the hide for awhile you lay the hide
horizontally on a breathable mesh with the flesh side up
and a fan blowing up on the fur. Then you salt the flesh
side, with non-ionized salt or pickling salt, apply
generously, there should be a nice layer of salt on the hide.
Let the hide dry completely then roll it up and store in a
safe place in till you are ready to work on it again. If you
have the time I still recommend salting and drying the
hide before the next stage. Drying the hide takes around
30-45 minuets to salt and set up the fan/hide, and the
complete drying of the hide can take 1-3 days. (Side note
smell the hide frequently to see if it’s rotting, when it’s dry
it should smell like jerky)
Art by Dani P.

To prepare for the tanning you need the eggs, a small bag or bucket,
and a paint brush which is not needed but helpful. First you need to
separate the egg yokes from the egg whites, do this by breaking the shell and pour the egg
guts on your hand. With the egg in your hand slightly separate your fingers to let the egg
white slip through, then put the yoke in the bag/bucket. For the sheep skin you will use
around 6-9 egg yokes. With the yokes separated add a splash of water in the bag till in looks
like orange juice, if you want you can add a squirt of Netsfoot oil to the eggs. With the eggs
mixed, lay out the hide somewhere that no cats or dog can get. If you are having problems
with the hide not laying flat just tac it to a board. now that it’s laid out, take the eggs and
the paint brush (or your hands) and coat the hide evenly in the egg mix, try not to get it in
the fur. It should look like there is a slightly transparent yellow layer over the hide. This
takes around 30-45 minutes. Now that the hide is egged, let it be for 24 to 48 hours before
moving on to the next step.
The hard step be prepared to spend 1-2 hours watching the hide and 2-3 hours working the
hide. After the egg has been on the hide for 24-48 hours gently wash oﬀ the remaining egg
and try not to get the fur wet. Stop washing as soon as there is almost no yellow on the hide,
then dry of the water with towel. Now to speed up the process run a fan over the flesh side.
This is where you need to watch the hide carefully, ever 10 or so minuets you need to check
the hide by pulling a small part and seeing if it turns white. If it doesn’t turn white, it means,
it’s to damp still and you must wait longer. Once it turns white when you test it, working the
hide must begin. This is done by pulling and stretching the hide over and over again, doing
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this loosens the fibers in the hide making the hide soft and supple. Some of the best ways to
do this is to, roll up the hide with the flesh side out and wrap it around a tree in a U shape
and seesaw it back and forward, a horizontal rope work in the same way, or you can use a
smooth vertical poll and work over the top. This can take 1-3 hours depends on how hard
you work it and how soft you want it.
This hide is very sensitive to water, so one thing you can do is smoke the hide, this locks in
the oils from the eggs that make the hide soft. It’s still not good to get the hide wet but
smoking it, makes it so your not losing all of your hard work. To smoke the hide you want a
green smokey fire with the hide well above the flames, flesh side down. But even then, be
careful not to singe the fur, let it smoke for a few hours, then leave it outside in till it does
not smell like smoke, which may be a few weeks.
Now your hide is finished and it’s up to you and your creativity on what you do with it. Or
take this new knowledge of fleshing, drying, egging, working, smoking, and go to your
farmer/butcher and see if you can buy the raw hide and make a fabulous hide.
In the Afternoon by Mekulash B.

Art by Mateo R.

It’s four o’clock in the afternoon. My car is stopped behind
the large, burnt yellow school bus. Its lights are flashing
red and red and red, and the iridescent stop is sign jutting
out the side of the bus. As my head is pulsating with all
that I’ve “learned” today, my eyes droop, and I dream of
home. It’s within sight. The children in the backseats of
the bus laugh and wave and jump with joy. I wish I had
that joy. I wish I had that freedom. I wish I had that
innocence.

This is all to the beat of the blood rushing through the
currents in my head. School is out for the day. With a simple push of a lever, the gates are
opened; the life of the neighborhood rushes out, spilling into the streets. Recess- free play
time- has begun. Yelling to their friends and splitting into their respective tributaries to
report home to drop backpacks, greet parents, and snack before heading out for the
afternoon. The life of a child is comprised of responsibility, adventure, relationships.
Outside, the neighborhood is alive. I am toiling at my work. Drawn to the energy, the
fresh air, the green scenery in its last days of Summer, the burnt amber rays painting the
Earth, turning the view into a Van Gogh painting, I work from my front porch. The fresh air
cleanses my palate- my mind- so I can think diﬀerently, and I can paint new pictures in the
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form of ideas expressed in my work. I am bound by obligation to my homework. The
children of the neighborhood are free.
Children, too young to know reality, too young to see the dangerous world, ride their
bikes from house to house. They ring the doorbell and ask if their friends can play. Those
who do their homework turn away their friends.
Dismayed, yet polite, a biker hops on his bike and
rides to the next house. He is unwavered in his
determination to find a companion with whom to
play. He sees no obstacles; the hours blend together,
painting the impression of an exciting childhood.
Art by
Next door, two girls, sisters, look for adventureAnna K.
riding in the streets, visiting abandoned houses,
playing in the park. They too wish only to play.
Joined by the biker, they ride oﬀ down the street in
into the sunset to rule the neighborhood until dark.
As the night fades into dark, students finish
their homework, parents call their children in to go
to bed. The pleasant sun and mild weather dissolve into a muggier, stuﬃer night. Society
moves from the streets into their houses. Children escape the hardship and anguish of
bedtime by closing their eye lids and melting into their mattresses. The excitement is over
for the day. To them, it doesn't matter where they are now or where they will be in five years’
time. The excitement, the joy, the companionship gives them happiness. Smiling and
replenished, tomorrow they will wake up again, ready to play.
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